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Gestation duration and lactation duration are
usually treated as independently evolving traits
in primates, but the metabolic theory of eco-
logy (MTE) suggests both durations should be
determined by metabolic rate. We used phyloge-
netic generalized least-squares linear regression
to test these different perspectives. We found that
the allometries of the durations are divergent
from each other and different from the scaling
exponent predicted by the MTE (0.25). Gestation
duration increases much more slowly (0.06 < m <
0.12), and lactation duration much more quickly
(0.36 < m < 0.52) with body mass than the MTE
predicts. By contrast, we found that the combined
duration of gestation and lactation is consistent
with the MTE’s predictions (0.22 < m < 0.35).
These results suggest that gestation duration and
lactation duration might best be viewed as distinct
but coupled adaptations. When transferring energy
to their offspring, primate mothers must meet
metabolically dictated physiological require-
ments while optimizing the timing of the switch
from gestation to lactation in relation to some
as-yet-unidentified body-size-related factor.

Keywords: allometry; constraint; energy transfer;
metabolic theory of ecology

1. INTRODUCTION
Gestation and lactation are commonly regarded as
independently evolving life-history traits in primates.
Past research into the causes of variation in gestation
duration has focused mainly on brain size [1–3]. Fac-
tors hypothesized to explain variation in lactation
duration include maternal condition, resource abun-
dance, diet, allomaternal care and female philopatry
[4–8]. By contrast, it has recently been claimed that
key aspects of mammalian life history, including the
length of gestation and lactation, are governed by
metabolism [9]. On this hypothesis, which derives
from the metabolic theory of ecology (MTE; [10]),
primate gestation and lactation evolve under a
common selective regime.

Here, we report a study designed to test the indepen-
dent evolution versus common cause perspectives on
primate lactation and gestation. The MTE contends
Electronic supplementary material is available at http://dx.doi.org/
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that metabolic rate governs the allocation of resources
to growth, maintenance and reproduction, and
therefore controls many physiological and ecological
processes. Metabolic rate is in turn dictated by
temperature and body size. According to the MTE,
the mass specific rate of energy transfer to a growing
individual should scale to the minus one-quarter
power of body mass [11]. Thus, because durations
are expected to be the inverse of rates, we tested the
prediction that primate gestation and lactation dur-
ations scale with a slope of 0.25 against body mass.
Following Hamilton et al. [9], we also examined the
scaling exponent of the sum of gestation duration
and lactation duration, a variable which Hamilton
et al. call ‘development time’.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The dataset comprised loge-transformed values for female body mass
(g), gestation duration (days), lactation duration (days) and develop-
ment time (days) for 83 primate species. Two-thirds of extant genera
and all six extant primate families are represented among the species
(see the electronic supplementary material). The values for female
body mass were obtained from Redding [12], while gestation dur-
ations were obtained from Redding et al. [12], Martin [13] and
Jones et al. [14]. Lactation duration values were traced from compen-
dia [14,15] to the primary literature as far as possible, and are
presented in the electronic supplementary material. Following
Hamilton et al. [9], we calculated development time as the sum of
gestation and lactation durations.

We used the APE package [16] in the R software environment
[17] to build three phylogenetic generalized least-squares linear
(PGLS) regression models, using the maximum-likelihood (rather
than the restricted maximum likelihood) search algorithm.
Loge(female mass) was used as the independent variable in all
three models. The dependent variables in the models were loge

(gestation duration), loge(lactation duration) and loge(development
time), respectively. Because of the confounding effects of phyloge-
netic autocorrelation, where species have similar trait values owing
to common descent, we ran PGLS regression using a variance–
covariance matrix derived from the dated consensus phylogenetic
tree in Arnold et al. [18]. Because there was reason to believe that
the dependent variables might show different strengths of phyloge-
netic autocorrelation, which can be quantified by the parameter l
[19], we fitted the parameter l separately for each variable using the
package GEIGER ([20]; see table 1). The variables were indeed found
to have different phylogenetic autocorrelation (table 1), justifying a
full regression model with a free l parameter. Other recent phylogenies
for primates [21] yielded near-identical results (not shown).
3. RESULTS
Table 1 and figure 1 summarize the three PGLS
regression models. The slope of loge(gestation duration)
versus loge(body mass) is significantly shallower than
the MTE expectation of 0.25 (maximum likelihood
estimate (MLE) ¼ 0.08, confidence interval (CI)¼
0.06–0.12), while the slope of loge(lactation duration)
on loge(body mass) is significantly steeper than the
MTE expectation of 0.25 (MLE¼ 0.42, CI¼ 0.36–
0.52). The slope of loge(development time) on loge

(body mass) is indistinguishable from the MTE expec-
tation of 0.25 (MLE¼ 0.28, CI¼ 0.22–0.35). Similar
results were obtained with ordinary least squares
regressions (not shown).
4. DISCUSSION
Our results challenge both the independent evolution
and MTE perspectives on primate gestation duration
and lactation duration. The allometric slope for develop-
ment time is consistent with this duration being
constrained by metabolic rate. The contrasting and
This journal is q 2012 The Royal Society
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Table 1. Phylogenetically corrected allometric slopes of gestation and lactation durations, and of their sum (development time).

trait slope intercept 95% CI l in fitted model MLE(l) (G)a

gestation 0.09 4.44 0.06–0.12 1.00 1 (0)
lactation 0.42 2.01 0.36–0.52 0.46 0.92 (11.22)
development time 0.28 3.80 0.22–0.35 0.60 0.93 (9.87)

aG ¼ 2�(log[maximum likelihood (ML) at l ¼ 1]2log[ML at l ¼MLE(l)]).
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Figure 1. Plots of (a) gestation duration, (b) lactation duration,
and (c) development time (gestation durationþ lactation
duration) versus species-specific female body mass across 83
species of primate. Dots are species means, colour-coded by
major clade: red, Lemuriformes; gold, Lorisiformes; green, Tar-

siiformes; sky blue, Cercopithecoidea; teal, Platyrrhini; purple,
Hominoidea. The lines are the phylogenetically corrected best-
fit lines using phylogenetic general least squares. ***p , 0.001.
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divergent slopes for gestation duration and lactation dur-
ation suggest that the timing of the switch from gestation
to lactation is governed by a factor or set of factors other
than metabolic rate. The observation that gestation dur-
ation and lactation duration scale with a slope of 0.25
when combined, but not when analysed separately,
suggests that decreases in gestation duration have to be
offset by increases in lactation duration, and vice versa.
These results suggest that primate gestation duration
and lactation duration act as coupled traits evolving
under the influence of metabolic rate and at least one
other factor, rather than as traits evolving entirely
independently or completely under the influence of
metabolic rate.

On the face of it, our results conflict with those of
Hamilton et al. [9], who found that gestation duration,
lactation duration and development time all scale with
exponents that are not statistically different from 0.25
in placental mammals, marsupials and monotremes,
and consequently concluded that all three intervals are
governed by metabolic rate. However, this conflict may
be more apparent than real. Hamilton et al.’s [9] analyses
were at either the subclass or cohort level while we
focused on a single order. So, it is possible that the
two sets of results are in fact compatible. Primates may
be unique among mammals in how their gestation and
lactation durations scale with body mass, perhaps
owing to their relatively large, metabolically costly
brains. Alternatively, development time may be governed
by metabolic rate in all mammalian orders, but orders
divide development time into gestation and lactation
in different ways, and do so such that orders with scal-
ing exponents above 0.25 are balanced by orders with
scaling exponents below 0.25.

The first of these hypotheses is more parsimonious
than the second. However, the second hypothesis
deserves scrutiny. There are clade and grade effects on
relative gestation and lactation durations in mammals,
such that species from larger-bodied orders (e.g. Cetar-
tiodactyla) produce more developed (more precocial)
neonates than species from smaller-bodied orders (e.g.
Rodentia) [22]: this is broadly (and intriguingly) in
opposition to the scaling we show here within primates,
but is consistent with the idea that mammalian orders
differ in the relative timing of the switch from gestation
to lactation. Additionally, the relative weight at birth in
mammals varies many-fold more than relative weight at
weaning [22]. This is consistent with the idea that the
timing of the switch from gestation to lactation is
order specific, while the combined duration of gestation
and lactation follows a common cross-order allometry.
Ultimately, determining which of the two hypotheses
is correct will require the allometries of gestation dur-
ation, lactation duration and development time to be
examined in other mammalian orders.

http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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In addition to repeating our analyses across other
mammalian orders, future work should identify what
influences the timing of the switch from gestation to
lactation within Order Primates. So far, we have
identified four possibilities. First, gestation duration
is restricted by the allometrically increasing mechanical
costs associated with carrying a foetus (e.g. reduced
feeding efficiency, increased predation risk) [23].
This hypothesis predicts that relative gestation
durations should be shorter in species that forage
more actively and/or experience higher predation
pressure. Second, gestation duration is restricted by
allometrically increasing biomechanical constraints.
These constraints may be associated with passage of
the foetus through the birth canal [24] or with loco-
motor efficiency [25]. This hypothesis predicts that,
controlling for body size, primates with a high fre-
quency of cephalopelvic disproportion and high rates
of maternal death during birth should have shorter ges-
tation durations and longer lactation durations than
primates with lower frequency of cephalopelvic dispro-
portion and lower rates of maternal death during birth.
Third, gestation is shortened and lactation lengthened
in larger primates as a response to selection for
increased flexibility of early cognitive development
[24]. Early birth relative to body mass may result in
enhanced neural plasticity and facilitate the behaviour-
al flexibility required for being long-lived. Here, we
need to test whether primates with shorter gestation
times produce young that are relatively more altricial,
and, if so, whether the level of altriciality is associated
with increased flexibility of cognitive development.
Fourth, relative energy transfer efficiency for gestation
and lactation may change with body size in primates
[26,27], perhaps mediated by placental morphology
[28]. Unlike the previous three, this hypothesis is not
consistent with the MTE, and does not predict any
particular allometric slope for the combined duration.
However, it predicts that lactation in larger-bodied pri-
mates is relatively more efficient than lactation in
smaller-bodied primates. This list of hypotheses is
obviously neither exhaustive nor fully mutually exclu-
sive. However, it may begin to refocus efforts to
explain when a primate mother shifts from provision-
ing via gestation to provisioning via lactation—that is,
to explain when she gives birth.
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